
The Jeweler
Your wedding and engagement rings represents the eternal love and the promise that you and your fiance make to spend the rest of 
your lives together. Find a jeweler that you can trust with this big investment. Use this worksheet to record all pertinent information.

 JEWELER INFORMATION  

 Company name  

 Contact name 

 Address

 Phone/cell

 Email Website

 Questions to ask 

 How long has the jewelry company been in business?                                                         Are the jewelers certified?   yes         no

 What brand names does the store specialize in?

 What style of wedding bands are they known for (traditional, modern, custom designed)?

 If they do custom design work, can they show samples of bands they have designed?   yes        no

 If I have a design idea for a custom-designed band, can the designer work with me on that?   yes        no

 If yes, what thoughts do they have after discussing my ideas?

 If I have a vintage ring from our family, can the designer work with me to modify it to suit my style?   yes        no 

 Working within our budget, what style and type of bands would they recommend?

 What types of settings would they recommend, based on the above? 

 There are many options: white gold, yellow gold, platinum, titanium, palladium. Can they explain what is best for our lifestyle?

 If the bands have diamonds, can they explain to us how the diamond grades against the 4Cs (color/cut/clarity/carat*)?  

 *(Diamond color measures how close a diamond is to being colorless. The more colorless, the more brilliant it appears under light;

 diamond cut affects its brightness and how much it sparkles when exposed to light; diamond clarity is graded by how visible

 tiny imperfections in the diamond are at 10x magnification; diamond carat weight is relative to the size of the gem.)

 1. Color:

 2. Cut:

 3. Clarity

 4. Carat:

 Rates

 Deposit  $ When is it due?

 Balance   $ When is it due?   

Engaged
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